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1002/112 High Street South, Kew, Vic 3101

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: Apartment
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Contact agent

Sensational views, sophisticated style, and family space at Kew Junction's door"Inspections by appointment

only"Showcasing breathtaking 180-degree views from the tenth floor, this stunning penthouse is a beautiful union of

luxury and elegance across an extraordinary 350m2 (approx.) indoor-outdoor layout. Born from Nordic design principles

of simplicity, minimalism, and functionality, alongside an iconic Scandinavian palette of timber and stone, the home

fosters a warm and inviting atmosphere for daily living and entertaining.   The expansive interior creates private zones for

relaxation, retreat, and vibrant entertaining across two sprawling levels, each room linking with sundrenched terraces to

enjoy the sensational views. Above it all, a rooftop terrace indulges celebrations, capturing a leafy panorama by day,

transforming to a glittery skyline as the sun sets over the city's skyscrapers at night.  Elegant Oak floorboards traverse the

immense open plan layout, nurturing day-to-day relaxation and dining beside a gas fireplace, while effortlessly holding

crowds for lively indoor-outdoor celebrations. Dressed in Artetech Basaltina Nero porcelain benches and a brilliant

White Fantasy dolomite splashback, the kitchen offers culinary excellence with Miele appliances and an integrated fridge

and freezer among near-endless storage.  A choice of upstairs and downstairs main bedrooms ensures parental privacy or

downsizer's ease, each pampered with customised robes and private ensuites. A family retreat and a lengthy balcony

complement the accommodation level, providing two secondary robed bedrooms, a fully tiled family bathroom, and a

laundry. Finished with two adjacent carparks and storage, the home ensures comfort and security with a host of modern

luxuries. Enriching a leisurely lifestyle, 'Denmark' provides world-class residents facilities, including a communal

barbecue terrace, a garden courtyard, a theatre room, a gymnasium, and a residents' lounge with kitchen. Positioned

among Melbourne's elite private school belt, the home sits at the doorstep to Kew Junction, surrounded by tantalising

eateries, Toscano's and Leo's fresh foods, boutique shopping, and city-bound transport, while minutes from the Yarra

River and the Eastern freeway for a quick commute to city or coast.


